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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of ~ Problem 
This study was undertaken for the purpose of developing 
correlation of English, shorthand, and typewriting instruction 
during the early pretranscription stage in order to ascertain 
better results in the transcription classes. An attempt was 
made to present business teachers with an effective means of 
correlating these pretranscription factors. The following 
problems were involved in developing instructional exercises: 
1. To find English pointers in Assignments 1-36 of the 
Gregg Shorthand Manual Simplified, Functional Method, by LesliE 
and Zoubek; 
2. To compose daily exercises for both the shorthand and 
typewriting classes containing English pointers found in the 
daily lesson; 
3. To try out the exercises in the classroom to determine 
their effectiveness for correlation of the three skills of 
English, shorthand, and typewriting. 
Justification of the Problem 
~~~~~-------- ~--~= 
Better results than those obtained in the past must be 
attained in transcription classes. Ethel N. Parkhurst points 
1 
out the necessity of the fusion of the three skills of English, 
shorthand, and typewriting when she states: 
The problem of transcription is a definite 
one, requiring a combination of shorthand and 
typewriting and depending to a considerable 
extent upon a good knowledge of English. It 
requires special teaching and training and should 
occupy a definite place in the student's program.l 
Clyde w. Htnnphrey2 also agrees in the following statement 
that transcription is a Skill requiring special previous 
teaching techniques: 
Transcription is a composite, stenographic 
job-competence skill developed through and result-
ing from an integration or fusion of at least three 
separate skills of shorthand, typewriting, and 
functional English. • • • 
Eleanor Skimin3 emphasizes pretranscription preparation 
in order that pupils "may swing into functional transcription 
with vigor, confidence, and rhythmic fluency." 
The best preparation for transcription is 
that type of training in beginning shorthand and 
typewriting that anticipates the future needs of 
the pupil in transcription. • • Before attacking 
the transcription work of the advanced class, it 
.is recommended that awhole semester be devoted to 
the problems that will introduce transcription 
learning in a manner which will permit satisfactory 
achievement in each day's work. 
1Ethel N. Parkhurst, "Improvement of Classroom Teaching 
Transcription in Second-year Shorthand," Twelfth Yearbook, 
1939 1 Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, Philadelphia, 
p. 314. 
~Clyde w. Humphrey, "Here's How--To Improve Your Teach-
ing oi Shorthand Transcription," The Journal of Business 
Education, vol. 20, December, 194~p. 27. -
3Eleanor Skimin, "Problems of Transcription," Thirteenth 
Yearbook, Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, Philadel-
phia, 1940, p. 201. 
2 
Peop~e interested in the transcription stage are aware 
of the fu 1 value of pretraining requirements. Bessie White4 
advocates pretranscription training: 
In transcription, which necessarily involves 
the !reparation of a mailable transcript, the 
corrElation of shorthand, typewriting, and Engli.sh 
i.s efsential for success. 
In our cosmopolitan high schools, many pupils 
are EXpert in shorthand and typewriting but find 
that weakness in basic English is a serious handi-
cap ~ "'o the realization of the success which they 
envi~oned :for themselves when they undertook the 
stud~ of shorthand. They planned to become steno-
graplers and eventually private secretaries, and 
in tle theory grades, had every expectation of 
real zing this ambition. 
However, when they reached the transcription 
grad~s, they found that lack of familiarity with 
many of the idioms of the English language mi1i-
tatec against the attainment of a mailable letter 
in SJite of their thorough preparation in type-
writ ng and stenography. 
Eleruor Jeanne Tahaney5 is no less specific in empha-
sizing thE need for pretranscription training: 
Pretranscription training is a necessity, If 
we w~it until the student is in the transcription 
clas~, we are too late. The schools must present 
effective training in certain essentials before 
actu~l transcription training begins. Where can 
this be done? 
This effective training is well described by Thelma M. 
Potter. t the same time, she seems to answer a part of 
Eleanor J~ anne Tahaney's question: "Where can this be done?" 
4Bes ie White, ''Basic English and Transcription," The 
United Bu iness Education Association Forum, val. 3 1 December, 
1948, P• 3. 
5Ele tnor, Jeanne Tahaney 1 "Effective Pre transcription 
Training,' ~ Business Education World, September, 1948, p. 4L 
3 
Transcription is a delicately balanced com-
bina ion of physical and intellectual skills. The 
fine distinctions in the use of words and English 
mechanics to reproduce the expression of intended 
thoutht~ and the physical and mental coordination 
requ red in shorthand and typing mesh together to 
form a highly complex performance. 
From the first day in the shorthand class to 
the ast, the activities should be so planned that 
from each a definite line can be drawn to show 
theit> contributions to the development of the end 
goal of all shorthand teaching--successful tran-
scri ~tion. 6 . 
This pretrancription training should also have its place 
in the typewriting class. Many typographical factors worthy 
of consid~ration are well-explained by Helen Halbersleben: 7 
Other factors in transcription are spelling~ 
syll~bication, adequate vocabulary, and correct 
punc uation. As she types, the stenographer 
must choose the appropriate word to give the 
dict~tor's meaning, possibly even revamp the 
diet ted material so it says what the dictator 
inte~ded it to say. In the case the dictator 
has 1~ade an error in the tense of a verb or in 
the ~greement of noun and verb she must correct 
that As she types, the stenographer must spell 
and now if and Where a word should be divided 
at t1e end of the line. The stenographer's 
duti3s do not end with this. This letter or 
arti le must be punctuated~ the periods, commas~ 
semi olons, apostrophes, and quotation marks 
must be in their correct places. 
Duri1g the past years much has been said regarding 
teaching )y means of correlation. Woodrow Yilson Baldwin 
advocates this method when he writes: 
6 The ma M. Potter, "Shorthand~ 11 The United Business 
Education Association Forum, vol. 1~ May, 1947, p. 9. 
7 Hel~n Halbersleben, "Begin Transcription When You Begin 
Shorthand " The Journal of . Business Education, vol. 23~ 
September 1~~ p. 13. --
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Organization of the Study 
Chap~er I sets forth a statement of the problem, includ-
ing the j~stification and delimitation of the study. Chapter 
II review~ related literature. The exact steps of the pro-
cedures ar>e explained in Chapter III. Chapter IV presents the 
English pcpinters together with the shorthand and typewriting 
sentences containing the application of the pointers used in 
daily wor and based on the Assignments 1-36 of the New Gregg 
Simplifie< Manual, Functional Method, 1949. In Chapter V are 
the tabul~ted results of the Pretranscription Pointers 
Diagnosti Test administered before. the first lesson of 
shorthand and also after lesson 36. Chapter VI gives an 
evaluatio~ of the use of the exercises in the classroom and 
helpful s~ggestions. 
6 
Chapter II 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Valuable information was gained by reading theses closely 
related to the skiils included in pretranscription training. 
In her study, "Prediction of Stenographic Success," Grace 
Hanson Callahanl proposed to predict the attainment of a 
certain skill in shorthand and typewriting and other related 
subjects within the period of a two-year high school course. 
The purpose of her study was to find a battery of tests which 
· would predict a pupil's probable success in stenography. She 
described how preliminary tests, such as the Terman Group Test 
Form B, Hoke Test for Stenographic Ability, and Tressler's 
Form c, Minimum Essentials of English, were used to obtain her 
battery of tests for the prediction of success in the study of 
stenography at Waltham Senior High school. 
She developed the fol lowing disadvantages of letting 
pupils enter the stenographic field without having found a 
means of predicting success: 
The cost to the school of those who pursue 
the course, though unfitted, is great ••• 
Grace Hanson Callahan, Prediction of Stenographic 
Success, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
College of Business Administration, 1934, Main Thesis, 56 pp. 
Supplement, 213 pp. 
7 
The cost to the individual who struggles 
against odds which he cannot overcome is 
greater • • • 
The cost to the community rises in the 
waste caused by those who attempt to d~ steno-
graphic work, though inefficient • • • 
A means to overcome these financial and intellectual 
handicaps must be found. One of Grace Hanson Callahan 1 s3 con-
elusions was 
• • • if we consider ranks in first year 
typewriting, English grammar, punctuation and 
spelling; and general personality of the girl 
together with the battery score we will get a 
fairly reliable prediction of the success of 
any pupil about to take ~p the study of steno-
graphy. 
This success extends not only to the first year of the course 
but also to the other years of training. In her4 study she 
specified 
• • • by success in stenography as used 
here, is meant the ability to take dictation 
an~ to transcribe what is dictated accurately 
at a fair rate of speed with a minimum of 
errors in spelling, punctuation, grammar • • • 
The meaning she applied to the success of stenography 
is a powerful incentive to teachers to correlate the skills 
of shorthand, typewriting, and functional English in order to 
reach the ultimate goal of perfect transcription. Her thesis 
provided a stimulant to further the pursuit of this study of 
pretranscription in daily work. 
2
Ibid. p. 48 
3 Ibid. P• 54 
4Ibid. p. 58 
8 
Another important and meaningful study written by Martha 
v. Jobnson5 proved that pupils cannot succeed in transcription 
because they are not equipped with the proper tools with which 
to work. This study of practices in teaching shorthand and 
transcription in Connecticut was made in an effort to detennine 
to what extent the business curricula of ' the public secondary 
schools of the state are giving recognition to shorthand and 
·transcription as a part of stenographic training. She dis-
covered that "very few programs in Connecticut had transcrip-
tion or gave definite credit for it." 6 
Recommendations found in this thesis may be summed up 
as follows: transcription should have a definite place in 
the curriculum; pupils should be given adequate 1 sympathetie 1 . 
and wise counseling in the election of stenography; minimum 
requirements should be maintained {40 words--typewriting; 80 
words--shorthand; and English ability); teachers should be 
well-prepared, and their classes should be well-equipped for 
transcription purposes. 
Another thesis of particular interest was "A Study of 
Transcription Errors of Students in Twelve Catholic Schools." 
This study was made in order to determine what a businessman 
meant by the term "mailability" of a business letter. 
5 Martha v. Johnson, Practices in Teaching Transcription 
in the Public Secondary Schools of COnnecticut, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis 1 Boston University School of Education, 1947, 
106 pp. 
6 Ibid. p •. 98. 
9 
The following quotations taken from Sister Mary Ester 
Malone•s7 study prove the necessity of practical stenographic 
training: 
• • • commercial education should concern 
itself with this standard, the 'mailable letter,' 
particularly in itfi stenographic training ••• 
A survey of pertinent studies and readings 
indicates that transcription problems are 
challenging the attention of teachers who are 
trying to have their student's work more nearly 
approximate that of the business world. 
More and more, there is evidence of a trend 
at commercial education to check classroom 
situations against conditions actually existing 
in the business office, to test the student as 
business tests • • • • 
To summarize her findings, the businessman has certain 
criteria by which he judges the mailability or non-mailability 
of the business letter. The data gathered in the interviews 
made in her study revealed that the major factors included 
in these criteria are correct spelling, correct hyphenation, 
and no typographical errors. A letter may contain a slight 
erasure if it is otherwise acceptable. While balanced arrange· 
ment of the letter was not regarded as a major factor of these 
criteria, yet, it was considered to contribute to the letter's 
attractiveness and effectiveness. Although the style of letter 
employed does not easily affect the mailability of the letter, 
7 
Sist~r Mary Ester Malone, A Study of Transcription 
Errors of Students in Twelve Catholic Schools, Master's Thesis, 
University of Pittsburgh, 1933, as reported in The Journal of 
Business Education, May, June, 1934. 
10 




Chapter IV 
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
As previously mentioned in Chapter I, practical daily 
exercises for the correlation of the skills of English, short-
hand, and typewriting were constructed for Assignments 1-36 of 
the "Gregg Shorthand Manual Simplified," Functional Method, by 
Leslie and Zoubek. This chapter presents the exercises which 
were used in the experiment. A meticulous cholce of English 
pointers which always cause difficulty was made. In order to 
prevent difficulties from arising in the pupils' future tran-
scription work, the rules of English and grammar were based on 
those found in the textbook used by the Seniors at Saint 
Anthony High School, the 11 Secretarial Office Practice" by Loso 
and Agnew. 
Words underscored in red indicate the English pointers 
of the day while those underscored in black are the new words 
found in that daily assignment. The sentences were numbered; 
the strokes were also counted in the typewriting sentences for 
the teacher's convenience; but, these numbers do not figure in 
the stroking. The strokes were counted beginning with the 
first letter in each sentence. 
The shorthand sentences were duplicated and were assigned 
for home work beginning with Assignment 7. This gave the 
14 
pupils writing practice from longhand to shorthand, a profitable 
experience highly enjoyed by the group. Every day five pupils 
wrote one of the assigned sentences on the blackboard. About 
five minutes were allotted to write and correct . these sentences~ 
As the day's pointers and the new words were underscored, the 
pupils' attention naturally focused on these without neces-
sarily being summoned t o do so by the teacher. In fact, very 
little was said about English pointers during the shorthand 
class. However, English pointers were highly stressed in the 
typewriting class. 
Suggested Directions 
Each pointer found in these instructional exercises was 
explained daily and application was made by one of the follow-
ing methods: calling-the-throw device; selected-goal typing; 
previews for automatization of certain combinations as tion, 
sion; sustained typing using each sentence as a new paragraph 
to drill the use of the tabulator key; repetitive practice; 
phrase drills; syllabication; one-minute timings; and dictation 
at the typewriter for spelling words. This took about seven 
to fifteen minutes depending on the needs of the day and the 
device used in the presentation of the work. 
15 
ASSIGNMENT _1, page 1 
Pointer: Homonyms--words like others in sound, but different 
in meaning. As many are included in this lesson, the teacher 
need not, and should not stress each one; but, OCCASIONALLY, 
she should remind the pupils of them. 
Shorthand Class: 
Last ~' p. 1: (Gregg Shorthand Manual Simplified, 
Functional Method) 
1. Which word refers to one of' the senses? 
2. Which word refers to sewing? 
3. Which word means a blood vessel? 
First line, P• 2: 
4. ~Vhich word refers to food? 
5. Which word would you associate with baseball? 
(see) 
(seam) 
(vein) 
(meat) 
(team) 
Typewriting Class: (This lesson may be used for such ex ercises 
as call~ng-the-throw and repetitive practice. Additional 
suggested directions are given on page 15). 
Strokes 
1. The river teems with fish. 26 
2. Do you know it is impolite to stare at someone? 47 
3. Do mail this letter for the ~ and ~ maiden. 49 
4. Have you learned the rules by rote? No, I wrote 
them. 54 
5. The soul that can soar above wor]dly things is sure 
not to work in vain. 72 
16 
ASSIGlmENT 2, page 3 
Pointer: Spelling of pair, bare, labor, steak, chief, cheap, 
speech 
Shorthand: 
Wr,ite the words the follo~~ng outlines represent. (The 
teacher may have these outlines on the blackboard, or she 
may dictate them as follows. If so, pupils follow in their 
books). 
Paragraph 8, line 1--third word 
line 2--third word 
Paragraph 9, line 1--fourth word 
Paragraph 10, line 2--second word 
--fourth word 
--third word 
Typewriting: 
1. This is a happy pair. 
2. He bought cheap steak. 
3. Did you enjoy his speech? 
4. The criminal received b are 
-
justice. 
(pair or pear) 
{bare or bear) 
(steak or stake) 
(chief) 
{cheap) 
(speech) 
strokes 
5. The righteous man finds dignity in labor. 
21 
22 
25 
35 
41 
17 

ASSIGIDAENT 4, page 8 
Pointers: 
a. Vfhen the day of the month follows the name of the month, 
d, th, st, are omitted in writing. 
b. Use of there~ in that place; in that direction; in that 
matter, relation, etc.; used preceding, 
or, in questions, following, a verb to 
introduce a sentence. 
c. Use of their: the possessive case of the personal 
pronoun they. 
Shorthand: 
Attention is called to above pointers when reading letters 
Numbers 22, 24, and 25, pp. 8-9. 
Typewriting: 
1. Spot will remain with Mary from the 1st to the 
6th of May. 
2. Their factory will close March,&. 
3. Will he be there on April ~? 
Speed Phr~se Drill~ {Preview on blackboard) 
Strokes 
58 
34 
28 
of the, of. their 
for the, for their 
could not, could not be 
could have, could not have 
shall be , I shall not be 
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Typewriting: 
Timed Writing (one minute): 
For this drill, type the following body of the letter taken 
from the new Gregg Shorthand Manual Simplified, Paragraph 37, 
page 14. Indent for paragraph and double space. 
Strokes. 
I left my brief case in the library on May 15. At5 55 
I recall, I placed it on the top shelf~ A~ I need the 109 
papers in the brief case, call me, telling me if the 161 
brief case is there. I can stop for it later. 207 
22 
ASSIGNMENT 1_, page 16 
Pointers: 
a. Uses of to: denoting motion or direction toward a place 
or thing, point, goal, state or condition. 
too: over, more than enough; in addition; in an 
excessive degree; indeed; in reality 
two: a cardinal number 
b. A period is used after most abbreviations. Leave one 
space after the period when typewriting. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. You, too, have met themJ 
2. Donate your services ~ a good cause. 
3. I shall give Mr. Starr two checks. 
4. Can you explain the extra expense, Mr. Lee? 
5. You may write your name on - the back of the sheet. 
- -
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. The plan is not~ expensive, is it? 37 
2. Write to Mr. Walter White expressingyour desire 
to meet him. 61 
3. Mr. Burns desires me to tell you that he, too, 
admires the drawing. 67 
4. Only two sales ~ ma de to this market in a year. 50 
5. He desires to visit you at your home in two days. 49 
23 
ASSIG~!ENT 8, page 19 
Pointers: 
a. Special attention to be given to the ending tion or 
sion. 
b. Amounts of money, except in legal documents, should be 
written in figures. 
c. Amounts less than one dollar are written in figures with 
the .word cents. 
d. In l'triting even sums of money, the decimal and ciphers 
are omitted. 
e. The hour is spelled in full when o'clock is used in 
stating time. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. The patient writer will leave the hotel at three o'clock. 
2. He desired the shipper to pay ~ for the service. 
3. I agreed to pay a rate of i! for the special occasion. 
4. At nine o'clock the cancellation of the action will be 
mailed to you. 
5. The efficient clerk agreed to pay 45 cents, not !!. 
Typewr1t1pg: 
.A;, . Automatization of tion and sion: · Preview on B. B. 
nation, action, operation, cancellation, ration, diction, 
occasion, expansion, preparation, selection 
24 
B. Sentences: 
1. Are you making plans to pay 80 cents? 
2. The clerk charged $300 for the operation. 
3. It is essential to write before three o'clock 
if you desire financial help. 
4. The initial rate of !£ could be charged. 
5. Patient Harry played an essential role in the 
preparation of the two o'clock plans. 
Strokes 
37 
41 
75 
40 
83 
25 

ASSIGNMENT !£, page 29 
Pointers: 
a. Spelling: receive, receipt, desert, dessert, deceive 
beneath, disguise 
b. Pre~ixes: a letter, syllable, placed at the beginning 
of a word to change its meaning 
re: back, backward, again, anew, over again 
be: by, about, on, near 
de: from, away from, down from, out of, 
-· I 
about, concerning 
dis: apart, asunder, in different directions 
mis: wrong, bad, wrongly, badly; used with 
nouns, verbs, and participles 
c. Quotation marks are used to enclose titles of publica-
tiona. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Do not destroy the schedule because you care not for it. 
2:. An actual mistake was made to dels.y the reception. 
3. "our Taxes" is a reply to a misleading charge. 
4. He deserves failure. 
5. The receipt was received; it was dispatched to you. 
Typewriting: 
1. Have you received "Our Taxes't'? 
2. He gradually disguised his mistake. 
strokes 
30 
35 
27 
28 
Strokes 
3. The annual meeting was replaced by the reception. 49 
4. "Discretion" may be procured to avoid misery. 45 
5. The debate actually became misleading. 38 
ASSIGNMENT 11·, page 34 
Pointers: 
a. Spelling: business, science, diary, mania, initiate, 
creation, variation, appreciate, poetry 
b. A number that begins a sentence should be spelled out. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Poetry and science are greatly appreciated. 
2. F'ifteen bales of rayon were saved. 
3. A diary is in the folio. 
4. Mrs. Gates of Miami appreciated the variation of poetry. 
5. Fifty thousand rayon shirts were bought. 
Typewriting: 
1. One piano and two radios were mailed to his 
business address. 
2. Vfuat business trip is Mrs. Lyons planning? 
3. Initiate him in this science. 
4. F ive hundred science teachers met in Miami. 
5. Mania and creation are two words found in this 
lesson. 
Strokes 
60 
42 
29 
43 
54 
I 
II 
29 

Typewriting: 
Pupils take the following dictation at the typewriter. 
(These apel~ing words were drilled in previous lessons) • 
1. expensive 13. especially 
2. occasion 14. deceive 
3. essential 15. explain 
4. sincerely 16. science 
5. receive 17. dessert 
6. desert 18. dispatch 
7. business 19. initiate 
8. beneath 20. operation 
9. appreciate 21. discretion 
10. disguise 22. receipt 
11. rationing 23. expansion 
12. mania 24. poetry 
25. creation 
31 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
ASSIGNMENT 13, page 43 
Pointers: 
a. Two spaces are left after a question mark used at the 
end of a sentence. 
b. The possessive of a singular noun is usually formed by 
adding an apostrophe and "s" to the singular form. 
c. A comma is used to separate words or phrases in a series. 
Note that it also precedes the last item in the series. 
Always space once after a comma. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Will you wait here while I warm the water? 
. -
2. 
3. 
Wheat, white sugar, and wax were received by the~· 
Look for the cook's book. 
4. Mr. Wall's room is cool. 
5. Shall I cook..a wash..~, and wax while I ~? 
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. Make sure to check the screws~ the battery~ the 
tires~ and the brakes. 70 
2 ~ Does Mr. Book' s watch need repairing1_ 37 
3. We will get to Wool's by bus, by train, or by car.50 
- -
4. Win life's greatest victory. 28 
5. The sweet child watched the swift swallow. 42 
32 
ASSIGNMEN'T 14, page 48 
Pointers: 
a. Use of neither: not either; not in either case; 
correlative with nor 
either: one of two; one or the other; correlative 
preceding or 
b. The title of a publication is placed within quotation 
marks--all letters are capitalized with the exception of 
prepositions and conjunctions. 
c. A period and a comma always precede a quotation ma rk. 
Write in Shorthand: 
.1. Neither the mother nor the brother sent a letter. 
2. It was either Father Budd or Brother Jack that I met. 
3. I do not know whether. or not another will go. 
4. Many read "Mother Cabrini." 
5. our book, "Retailinei Practices," sells for either $1.80 
.£!. $1.85. 
_!ypewriting: Strokes 
1. Either the gray or the white range will be 
bought. 50 
2. "Mother Mary" is more interesting than the "Life 
of Mother Jane." 65 
3. I am glad to send mother the book "Burnt out 
Incense." 54 
33 
_ .... / 
4. Neither is to go. 
5. ~~ether or not you gather a peck your father 
will not let you read "'rhe Storz of Food 
Production." 
Strokes 
17 
98 
34 
ASSIGNMENT 15, page 52 
Pointers: 
a. Syllabication: A one-letter syllable at the beginning 
or at the end of a word must not be separated from the 
remainder of the word. 
b. A comma is used after yes and no when they begin a 
sentence. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Yes~ the queen lay awake awaiting you. 
2. We are quite sure he feels it is well worth having. 
3. No~ the twin was not aware there was a doorway. 
4. Yes~ our salesgirl wrapped the yellow yarn. 
5. NoL the yacht was ahead of us. 
Typewriting: strokes 
A. 1. No~ please do not misquote the queen. 37 
2. He was awaken when I awoke. 27 
3. Yes~ he may adapt his plans to your 
business. 
B. Syllabicate, if possible: 
awaiting 
aware 
quiet 
able 
railway 
ahead 
misquote 
awoke 
45 
35 

ASSIG1MENT 17, page 61 
Pointers: 
a. Prefixes: under: lower in degree, position, or condi-
tion; subject; subordinate; usually 
in composition with a noun 
over: signifies excess of superiority 
b. Use of amopg: mixed of mingled with; surrounded by; 
used when there are more than two 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. The company does not understand Mr. Fur. 
2. He overcharged him; no remittance was recorded. 
3. For some reason you failed to send us your remittance. 
4. Among some of our patrons, is the Lane Fur Company. 
5. I understood that he filled the blank and mailed it. 
Typewriting: 
1. Among our skilled teachers, she is the only one 
that understands. 
2. The records and the remittance were mailed with 
great care. 
3. This company does not overcharge or underweight 
the goods. 
Strokes 
65 
59 
58 
4. Keep the company here while I guard the underpass. 50 
5. You will surely see your trunk among the others. 48 
37 
38 
ASSIGNMENT 18, page 66 
Review ~ssisnment: A1fter having read pages 67-69, pupils 
are given duplicated sheets. 
Write the ~ represented £z each outline: 
u 
l. ~ 2. !;> 
3. / 4. 'l.._../ 
5. ~ 6. 
7. ~ 8. -----?...-
9. ~ 10. -; 
• 11. ~ 12. ~ 
13. ·~ 14. ' = --r 
. 
15. 16. (!) 
17. 
" 
18. ,yo 
19. .; 20. z 
21. ~ 22. ( 
23. / 24. { 
25. ~ 

ASSIGNMENT 19, page 70 
Pointers: 
a. Note the spelling of pure, tube, beauty, ounce, doubt, 
as compared to th~ French words, pure, tube, beaute, 
once, doute, respectively. 
b. A hyphen is sometimes used in telephone numbers so as to 
be able to re ta1n them more · easily;. 
c. In an address the number of the building is written in 
figures. 
d. Names of streets are capitalized. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Our bureau is at 71 South Main. 
2. Fbr important matters call us at Cherry 2-6055. 
3. I doubt that the hi:lge ~ will last. 
4. Shower gifts among the crowd on South Hall. 
5. The pure girl has power among her neighbors. 
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. Beautz ~ disappears. 23 
2. Call Main 4-5564 and we visit you at once. 42 
3. Do you doubt the pure lad will come? 36 
4. Our bookkeeper lives at 295 .T.,ake Street. 40 
5. This cleaning method will give your fur coat 
a bright freshness and beauty. 75 
40 
ASSIGNMENT 20, page 75 
Pointers: 
a. Homonyms: week, weak 
b. Pluralization: 1. suggestion, week, load, seat, rate, 
creditor, detail, knee, month, minute, 
member--add s 
2. study, memory--change I to !,--add es 
Write in Shorthand: 
---
A. 1. Are you too weak to wait a ~eek1 
2. Several of the weak g irls suggested heat. 
3. The members or creditors treated the details. 
4. His studies are memories. 
B. Write in the Singular and Plural: 
load, seat, rate, knee, month, minute 
Typewriting: 
1. Sugge s ~on~ were given to examine the de tails 
of the minutes of the meeting. 
2. Minutes-, hours, weeks, and months, all 
disappear rapidly. 
3. The members mentioned that the world was 
unable to ·satisfy their wishe~. 
4. The ~ l a d was deli ghted by several 
suggestions given by the members. 
Strokes 
77 
57 
72 
71 
5. Mrs. Green suggests that the seats be reserved. 47 
41 


ASSIG1~IENT 23, page 90 
·pointers: 
a. Prefix es: per: through, by, by means of, throughout 
pro: before, for, on behalf of, forward, 
according to, in f r ont 
b. Suffix: ment: used in the formation of nouns from 
verbs to denote condition, result, 
action, state 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Announce the promotion. 
2. Perhaps the council may provide for the payment. 
3. The runusement gave excitement for a moment. 
4. The fundamental agreement is desirable. 
5. Our staff pursued the experiment. 
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. They found perfume around the cable. 36 
2. He came down town to make provisions for the 
payment. 53 
3. The plan is sound and will be profitable to you. 48 
4. A reliable person desires this promotion. 41 
' 
5. The approach to this problem has been announced 
on the ground of a possible agreement. 86 
44 
.I 
I 
II 
ASSIGNM ENT ~' page 95 
Review Assignment: After having read pages 96-98, pupils 
are given duplicated sheets. 
Write the word represented £l each outline: 
1. 6'--- 2. ~ 
3. 4:. 4 
5. 6. ~ 
7. 8. tf-' 
9. 
-:1 10. m 
11. J 12. I 0 r 
13. ~ 14. ~ 15. 16. ./'(' u 
17. £ 18. ~ 19. ---6' 20. # 
21. ~ 22. G/ 
23. / 24. ~ 
25. L 
45 
Typewriting: . 
Numbers are found in the following sentences. Type the 
sentences using figures instead of words when you think it 
necessary. 
1. our factory will close on March second. 
2. Five dollars is the initial rate. 
3. Are you planning to pay ninety cents? 
4. The patient will leave at three o'clock. 
5. The third of April is Mother's Birthday. 
6. He is willing to pay one dollar and eighty cents. 
7. Alfred lives on Seventh Street. 
8. The child telephoned seven, one, eight, when he came home. 
9. He lives thirteen miles away; his telephone is Hancock 
two-four, six, two, five. 
10. The shipper ran one-half mile for the trunk. 
46 
ASSIGN1ffiNT 25, page 99 
Pointers: 
a. Single-word compounds: friendship, har dship, apprentice-
ship, steamship, relationship, ownership, afternoon, 
afterthought, checkbook 
b. Self' is pluralized by changing f to v--add es. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. We recorded that in the checkbook ourselves. 
2. Keep yourselves in good physical . shape. 
3. The . steamship left late this afternoon. 
4. As an afterthought, I preferred friendship to ownership. 
5. Our friendly relationships have always been a source 
of pleasure. 
Typewriting: 
1. We ourselves are doing all we can for this 
young man's appr.en ticeship. 
2. \Vhat prevents you from catching a train, a 
plane, or a steamship this afternoon? 
3. Avoid hardships by checking your figures 
yourselves. 
4. They kept themselves in a good physical 
condition. 
· 5. He himself proved the ownership of the 
practical model. 
Strokes 
70 
80 
52 
50 
55 
47 
ASSIGNMENT 26, page 104 
Pointers: 
a. Italicized words ar ~ underscored when typewriting. 
b. It is consider ed good form to write in words the name 
of a street that is. a number if the number is twelve or 
less. Figures should b e used for numbers above twelve. 
c. If the street is preceded by one of the words South, 
North, East, or West, that word is not abbreviated. 
d. Measurements representing measures are written in 
fi gures. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Their main office is at 46 East TWelfth Street. 
2. He bought a new rug 10 by !i feet for the living room. 
3. The Financial Daily will guide you to reach the right 
business decisions and to avoid mistakes. 
4. The diligent native found Seventh Street. 
5. We have a limited supply of 9 by~ rugs. 
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. Does your new rug measure ~ by 12 feet? 39 
2. The gentle native lives at 168 ~ 120 Street. 47 
3. Did you read the business section of the 
EVENING LEADER today? 62 
4. The area is only ~ by ..!§_ yards. 32 
5. Miss Carpenter bought the FINANCIAL DAILY. 42 
48 
ASSIGNMENT 27, page 109 
Pointers: 
a. Single-word compounds: shortsighted, shortag e, ship lo ad, 
shipwreck, shipyard 
b. Capitalization: Names of clubs, machines, and b~nks are 
capitalized. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. You must depend on the men of the Central· Bank. 
2. This person is shortsighted. 
3. There is no shortage of opportunity. 
4. The Payne Electric Wa sher was shipwrecked. 
5. Have you membership in the International Readers' Club? 
Typewriting: strokes 
1. Shorth and is a sing le-word compound. 36 
2. The ship~Teck troubled the men of the shipyard. 47 
3. The shipload could not be sent on account of 
the present shortage. 66 
4. Come to the Oakland Bank when financial 
problems arise. 55 
5. The shortage interfered his enterprise. 39 
,I 
II 
I 
49 
ASSIGNMENT 28, page 114 
Pointers: 
a. The apostrophe is used to show omission or contraction. 
b. A comma is used to set off phrases or expressions at the 
beginning of a sentence when they are loosely connected 
with the rest of the sentence. 
c. A hyphen is used between two or more words when the words 
serve as a single adjective before a noun. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Of course, this is a worth-while plan. 
2. I wasn't here a week ago. 
3. Don't you want to tell your friends about it~ soon as 
possible? 
4. For exampleL let ~ prove their technical skill. 
5. As you know~ this worth-while service began a month ago. 
Typewriting: Strokes 
1. Wouldn't you want to share this pleasure with 49 
me? 
2. To begin with~ describe our service in detail. 46 
3. Of course, another important factor is our 
worth-while service. 63 
4. As a rule~ this is a worth-while visit. 39 
5. For example~ you may mail the book to three 
friends. 52 
50 
I 
ASSIGN1ffiNT 29, page 119 
Po i nters': 
a. suff ixes: ful: full of, having 
gram: added to words of Greek origin or words 
similarly formed to signify that which 
is written or drawn 
.l.El: used to form n ouns from adjectives of 
Latin origin, or those similarly formed 
b. In writing even sums of money, the decimal and ciphers 
are omitted. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. A tele~ram ask i ng for the payment of $50 was useful. 
2. The careful classificati on and verificati on of accounts 
were essential. 
3. Charity, ability, reliabilitl are helpful in creating a 
dignified personality. 
4. The delay casts a shadow on the utility and possibility 
of the pr og_l?Jilm. 
5. The faculty is grateful that annual due s are only $15. 
Typewriting: 
1. The popularitz of the progra~ explained his 
re sponsi.bili ty;. 
2. We feel sure h i s sincerity and charity will be 
helpful. 
\.:I;"J~. tc • n . .' ntvl?:rs itv 
u 10" ((; Educatio".t. 
"'--. · ibra. : _.---· 
Strokes 
59 
55 
51 
3. Your fee of $15 was gratefulll received. 
4:. I am grateful that this possibility is in 
the locality:. 
5. This justification was possible because of 
the flexibility of the program. 
Strokes 
4:0 
55 
74: 
52 
53 
ASSIGNMENT 30, page 124 
Review Assignment: After having read pages 125""'128, pupils 
are given duplicated sheets. 
Write the ~ represented £l each outline: 
1. ~ 2. ~ 
3. ~ 4. ~ 
5. ,., 6 • ~ ... 
7. ~ e. )_g~ 
..--. 
9. / 10. 
'--(____/ 
11. ~ 12. J7 
13. u/1 14. t 15. ~ 16. 
17. /7 18. ~ 
19. ~ 20. 4 
21. 
'----?"' 22. 4 
23. ~~ 24. ~ 
25. I 

I 
I 
I 
ASSIGNMENT 31, page 129 
Pointers: 
a. A colon is used after the salutation of a business 
letter when close or mixed punctuation is used. 
b. In the salutation of a letter, the word dear is 
capitalized only when it is the first word. 
c. only the first word of a complimentary caosing is 
capitalized. It is followed by a comma when close or 
mixed punctuation is used. 
Shorthand: 
Letter No. 259--Read and mention the above pointers. 
Typewriting: 
Copy the following letter. Make sure pupils apply the day's 
pointers. Use mixed punctuation. 
Mrs • .Jane Vinton 624 Pine Avenue Manchester, New Hampshire 
My dear Mrs. Vinton~ I want to express my gratification 
with the way in which you made the selection of a staff. 
This building needed a well-trained staff of attendants. As 
the training of a staff is your specialty, we feel sure that 
you have instilled loyalty and courtesy in its members. p 
Please send us a. bulletin telling about all your services 
to building O\vners. Thank youl ~ery gratefully yoursL 
{357 strokes--71 words) 
55 
I[ 
56 
F=========1J=====================~-=-==-=-=-=-=-======================--~~-=-===-=-=-=-==~=====~======== 
ASSIGNMENT 32, page 134 
Pointers: 
a. Spelling: merchandise, purchase, attorney, thermometer 
b. Capitalization: The words Northern, Eastern, Southern, 
and Western are capi taiized when denoting parts of the 
country (not when denotine; direction). 
c. In an address, a comma is placed only after the zone 
number, not before it. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. Please report to the attorney at once. 
2. A thermometer was found at the bus terminal. 
3. vfuy will he determine to purchase this merchandise? 
4. 'Ihe Northern Benson Company sails for this beautiful 
islend resort three times a week. 
5. Please report the loss at once to our home office at 
14 Southern Boulevard, New York 16,L New York. 
Typewriting: 
A. 1. Go at the \'iestern terminal to purchase 
your tickets. 
2. our salesman in the Eastern territory is 
purchasing the merchandise. 
3. Lanier was a Southern poet. 
strokes 
52 
68 
27 
B. Copy the following addresses; use close punctuation: 
Mr. Ernest Mills.z.. 52 Northern Park.L Chicago 9..L Illinois.!. 
Mrs. Clara Martin..L 567 Eastern Boulevard..L Baltimore ~..L 
Maryland.!. 
57 
I ASSIGNMENT 33, page 138 
Pointers: 
a. Notice that actor: · detector, protector end in OR. 
b. Use of affect: 
effect: 
to change, to influence, to alter 
to bring about, to accomplish 
c. Early, happy, . busy, change y to i &nd add est to form 
the superlative degree. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. The respected actor effected a deed interesting the 
de tee tor. 
2. The chemists showed disgust to the dentist. 
3. The busiest dentist acted as the happiest. 
4. Your official lett erhead may be costing ~ou goodwill and 
perhaps even affecting your sales. 
5. The dentists, motorists, chemists, and ac ;tors persist 
in the activity of their respective interests. 
Typewriting: 
1. The la.w we.nt into effect sooner than the 
actor expected. 
2. -They all came but the actor was the earliest 
and the most h one-st. 
3. Facts were detected; protests were made. 
4. He effected an entrance to the building. 
5. The active detector affected the change. 
strokes 
56 
65 
40 
40 
40 
58 
ASSIGNMENT 34, page 143 
Pointers: 
a. The possessive of a singule.r noun is usually formed by 
adding an apostrophe and s to the singular form. 
' -
b. The possessive of a plural noun ending in ! is formed by 
addihg only the apostrophe to the plural noun. 
c. An exclamation point is used at the end of an exclama~ 
tory sentence. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. We are sorry_l 
2. If you wish, we will send you a copy for two we eks' 
review. 
3. Ei,s son's presence reprimanded him. 
4. You too persisted! 
5. such a step is bound to hurt your dealer's standing • 
. Typewriting: 
1. You are bound! 
2. I demand that you remember the boy's practical 
sugge s tions. 
3. Take this in c onsidera ti on . Think! 
4. Remind him of the boundaries' new limits. 
5. He received assistance of the three banks' 
dividends. 
strokes 
14 
59 
35 
41 
53 
II lj 
I 
I 
59 
ASSIGNMENT 35, page 148 
Pointers: 
Prefixes: post: derived from Latin (post); meaning behind, 
in space, or after, in time, . the words 
which it helps to form being most self-
explanatory 
trans: over, across, through; sometimes denotes 
complete change, or change from one to 
another 
super: a Latin preposition used as a prefix; 
over or above in place or position; degree 
or measure. 
Write in Shorthand: 
1. r:lhe postman was inclined to postpone the transe_ction. 
2. Did his superior include the letter? 
3. He supervised at the post office. 
4. Postage was included. 
5. His supervisors wished him to buy an electric postage 
meter. 
Typewri ting :· Strokes 
1. The transfer of the supervisor created 
hardships-. 49 
2. Were you not inclined to examine the .P.Q_£!tmark?· 46 
60 
3. The supervisor notified me that the shipment 
was transferred to the railway company. 
4. I fear you are inclined to be a little old-
fashioned in the way you transact your 
business. 
5. Numerous supernatural gifts are obtained by 
doing God's Holy Will. 
61 
Strokes 
84 
91 
66 

Typewriting: 
-Type the following letter in modified-block style. Use mixed 
punctuation. 
Miss r. e• smith 722 city hall buffalo 2 n. y. my dear miss 
smith(a*rf you want success in life you cannot purchase it 
with money. Thought, time,and effort will help you purchase 
anything really worth while. ~) You know the next step you 
muse make in order to climb up higher in life. Do not 
hesitate to make it. Set aside time for real and earnest 
thought and you will pay the full price of success. yours 
very sincerely (332 strokes--67 words) 
Paragraph 
Chapter V 
SUM~~RY OF FINDINGS 
Before giving the exercises in Chapter IV a Diagnostic 
Pretranscription Tes~~ was administered. Duplicated sheets 
were distributed to each of the eleven pupils at the first 
meeting of the shorthand . class in September. Pupils were not 
cognizant of the aim of the test. They were simply told "to 
do their best.n 
As appears in Table I, page 65, errors were subdivided 
into Spelling, Capitalization, Punctuation, Figures, Grammati-
cal, and Typographical Errors. Such errors as those of correct 
usage, for example, between, among; to, too, two; pluraliza-
tion; the use of the possessive case, verbs, adverbs, etc., 
are found under Grammatical Errors. 
Papers were corrected. Results were tabulated for each 
pupil and then total 'errors were found for each classifica-
tion. 
Thus, Table I shows that 91 errors were made in Spelling, 
24 in Capitalization, 92 in Punctuation, 73 in Figures, ?8 in 
other Grammatical Operations, and 18 Typographical Errors. 
~~ 
See Appendix 
64 
TABLE I 
RESULT OF DIAGNOSTIC PRETRANSCRIPTION TEST I 
Capitali Punctu- Gram- Typo-
Students Spe11in1 zation ation Figures matica1 graphic a Errors Errors 
~* 1 ~ 6 ~ : A 1 
B . 6 11 7 11 1 
c 6 2 10 8 7 
' 
D 8 3 .' 10 ') ') 2 
·' 
F. n 1 6 c; c; h 
,.. n h 10 8 10 1 
G 6 7 7 7 
H 10 1 8 7 6 1 
T 9 J. 7 t; t; 1 
J 8 2 11 9 6 
K' 7 ? 7 6 9 7 
Total 91 24 92 73 78 18 Rrrors 
*Errors in Diagnostic Pretranscription Test I 
The day following the presentation of Assignment 36, the 
Diagnostic Pretranscription Test was readministered with no 
other explanation than:: "See what you can do with this now 
that we have been dealing with some of these pointers. Do 
your bestl 11 
Table II, page 66, indicates the results of the second 
Diagnostic Pretranscription Test. Eighteen errors were made 
in Spelling, 5 in Capita1i~ation, 30 in Punctuation, 20 in 
Figures, 23 in other Grammatical Operations, and only 4 Typo-
graphical Errors. 
TABLE II 
RESULT OF DIAGNOSTIC PRETRANSCRIPTION TEST II 
Capitali- Punctu-
!Figures 
Gram- T~o-~tudents Spellin~ 
zation ation m;,tical ~rap ica rrors Errors 
A :e=- 1 1 1 
B 1 3 h 
c 3 1 2 4 3 1 
D 1 4 3 1 
E 1 ] L 4 2 2 
F 4 1 ~ 4 1 
G 1 1 1 1 
H 2 2 l l ~ 
I 2 1 2 h 2 
J 3 2 
K 3 4 3 
Total 18 s Errors 30 20 23 4 
.. 
.,, Errors in Diagnostic Pretranscription Test II 
The results of the two Diagnostic Tests were tabulated 
together in order to establish comparisons. Table III, page 
· 67, proves that this attempt has been most beneficial to 
pupils by greatly decreasing the number of errors. For 
instance, Spelling errors were reduced from 91 to 18; Capi-
talization, 24 to 5; Punctuation, 92 to 30; F'igures, 73 to 
20; other Grammatical Errors, 78 to 23; and, Typographical 
Errors, 18 to 4. 
66 


Chapter VI 
SUGGESTIONS F'OR FURTHER STUDY 
As proven by the results in Chapter V, something can be 
done and must be done to remedy our transcription difficulties 
through well-organized pretranscription training. The study 
consisted in the correlation of English, shorthand, and type-
writing by means of practical daily exercises accompanying 
Assignments 1-36 of the "Gregg Manual Simplified," Functional 
Method, by Leslie and Zoubek. This study has convinced the 
write r to further her work by 
1. Caref ully doing the same planning for the remaining 
assignments of Book I. 'rhus minute daily difficulties will 
be gradually eliminated before the pupils are .faced with them 
in the transcription phase. 
2. Developing similar exercises for Book II, the "Gregg 
Dictation Simplified, 11 by Leslie and Zoubek. Emphasis will 
streng then the pretranscription pointers, and will lend a 
golden opportunity for mastery. 
3. Developing specific and more detailed daily type-
writing drills and exercises that will correlate the three 
skills of English, s h orthand , and typewriting during an entire 
class period. In a small school, fortunate is the teacher wh o 
is able to t eaeh the two subjects, shorthand and typewriting. 
However, by devising t ypewriting exercises according to the 
69 
above plan, the shorthand teacher may easily assume the 
cooperation of the typewriting teacher in the task of pretran-
scription training . 
The use of practical daily exercises for correlation of 
English, shorthand, and typewriting during the early pretran-
scription stage has proved beneficial to a small group of 
pupils of average ability and , in all probability, should be 
effective for other groups. Furthe r studies to determine the 
effectiveness of the exercises should be made with larger 
groups and under various situations. 
70 
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APPENDIX 
NAME DATE 
--------------------------- ----------------------------
PRETRANSCRIPTION POINTERS DIAGNOSTIC TEST 
-
Type the following sentences in the space allowed below each 
one. Make corrections wherever necessary. 
1. This purchase was made by our reliable clerk on October 1. 
2. Wouldnt the world be better if charity and friendship 
reigned supreme. 
3. Janes hat cost 90.¢'. 
4. You, too, no the whole story about the sole heir! 
5. Mary lives in Southern Boston on 56 So. 87 Street. 
6. He, though the busiest, arrived early and showed great 
interest in the buisness. 
7. Two left and only two the others remained among the group. 
8. The check is for three hundred dollars. 
9. This preparation mixes readly but does not give a worth 
while service. 
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